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(57) ABSTRACT 

Amagnetic recording/reproducing head having a plurality of 
magnetic head elements for multi-channeling capable of 
achieving high density recording/reproducing capability, 
including: a plurality of magnetic recording/reproducing 
head layers each including magnetic recording/reproducing 
head elements fabricated by a thin ?lm process and inter 
posed betWeen tWo insulating/magnetic shielding layers 
laminated on a non-magnetic substrate; the total of magnetic 
recording/reproducing head elements formed therein are 
displaced from each other in a head Width direction, and 
each magnetic recording/reproducing head layer has a plu 
rality of magnetic recording/reproducing head elements 
formed at a predetermined pitch. 
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MAGNETIC RECORDING HEAD, MAGNETIC 
REPRODUCING HEAD, MAGNETIC HEAD, TAPE 

DRIVE AND DISK DRIVE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] The present document is based on Japanese Priority 
Application JP2002-140556, ?led in the Japanese Patent 
Of?ce on May 15, 2002, the contents of Which being 
incorporated herein by reference to the extent permitted by 
laW. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to a magnetic record 
ing head, a magnetic reproducing head, a magnetic head, a 
tape drive and a disk drive using a similar, and in particular, 
relates to a technology for facilitating arrangement of a 
plurality of magnetic heads (including both magnetic record 
ing heads and magnetic reproducing heads) (hereinafter 
referred to as multiplicity of magnetic heads) in order to 
achieve higher recording density. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] Recently, in order to realiZe large capacity of 
storage for magnetic recording media, an increasingly 
higher recording density is required for magnetic heads, so 
that the use of magnetic heads suitable for reducing a 
recording track Width thereof (hereinafter referred to as 
“Width reduction”) has been increasing. 

[0006] Further, in order to realiZe a large capacity storage 
and a high density in magnetic recording and reproducing of 
information, provision of a multiplicity of channels is 
desired (hereinafter referred to as a “multi-channeling”), and 
hence a multi-channeled magnetic head is on demand. 

[0007] As an example of such type of a multi-channeled 
magnetic head, there is, for example, a head that is formed 
by laminating a plurality of magnetic recording head ele 
ments or magnetic reproducing head elements on one com 
mon substrate via a magnetic shielding layer, an insulating 
layer and the like has been proposed by the present applicant 
of the present invention. 

[0008] A magnetic head disclosed in the JP-A Laid-Open 
No. 2001-6750 is directed to a magnetic recording head, and 
a magnetic head disclosed in the JP-A Laid-Open No. 
2000-348377 is directed to a magnetic reproducing head. 

[0009] Both of those magnetic heads mentioned above are 
formed by laminating a plurality of magnetic recording head 
layers or magnetic reproducing head layers, each layer 
including a single magnetic head element, on a substrate 
made of a non-magnetic substance, and displacing all mag 
netic head elements from each other in an orthogonal 
direction relative to a direction of lamination thereof (herein 
after referred to as a “head Width direction”). 

[0010] As a result, multi-channeling of the magnetic head 
is enabled, and each magnetic head element is placed in 
proximity or overlapped in the direction of the head Width 
thereby enabling to respond to narroWer recording track. 

[0011] The number of channels required for a magnetic 
recording medium noWadays is not limited to 2 channels or 
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4 channels, but several tens of channels, for example, 40 
channels or more are demanded. This is because that in the 
?eld of information recording, a further speedup in record 
ing speed and/or reproducing speed is desired, thereby 
necessitating a provision of a greater multiplicity of chan 
nels for recording and reproducing information to and from 
a recording medium. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] In the above-mentioned magnetic recording head 
or the magnetic reproducing head, if a magnetic head 
having, for example, 40 channels is to be fabricated, mag 
netic head layers each having a magnetic head element must 
be laminated as many as 40 layers. 

[0013] HoWever, When a plurality of magnetic head layers 
are laminated, there occurs a problem that, due to an error in 
accuracy of positioning (alignment error) betWeen each 
magnetic head element in its Width direction, a displacement 
betWeen the top magnetic head element and the bottom 
magnetic head element in the head Width direction becomes 
considerably large. 
[0014] In other Words, When forming a magnetic head 
element having a head Width of, for example, 1 pm, an 
alignment error betWeen tWo magnetic head elements adja 
cent in the direction of lamination is considered to be 
approximately 0.05 pm. 

[0015] This is caused by the fact that, When forming 
magnetic head elements by a thin ?lm processing, each layer 
thereof is formed by masking With a mask and depositing a 
?lm, hoWever, there is a limit to securing accuracy in 
positioning of each masking in the lamination. 

[0016] Then, for example, in the case described above in 
Which the magnetic head layers having the magnetic head 
element having the head Width of 1 pm are laminated as 
many as 40 layers, a maximum displacement betWeen the 
uppermost and the bottom magnetic head elements becomes: 

[0017] Hence, a ratio of displacement relative to the Width 
of the magnetic head element (equal to a track Width in the 
case of the magnetic recording head element) becomes 
substantially large so that it cannot be ignored. 

[0018] As a result, there is a limit to the number of 
laminations alloWable for the magnetic head layers, thereby 
preventing the multi-channeling, and in consequence, the 
higher recording density and reproducing of information. 

[0019] The present invention has been contemplated in 
vieW of the above-mentioned problems associated With the 
conventional technology, and to achieve a further improve 
ment in the recording and reproducing density by an 
increased multi-channeling of the magnetic head elements. 

[0020] Amagnetic recording head according to a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention includes a plurality of 
magnetic recording head layers laminated on a substrate 
made of a non-magnetic material, each of the plurality of 
magnetic recording head layers including magnetic record 
ing head elements fabricated by a thin ?lm process and 
interposed betWeen tWo insulating layers, and all of the 
magnetic recording head elements being displaced from 
each other in a head Width direction constituting an orthogo 
nal direction relative to a direction of lamination, the plu 
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rality of magnetic recording head layers comprising a plu 
rality of magnetic recording head elements formed at a 
predetermined pitch. 
[0021] According to another preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, there is provided a tape drive having a 
magnetic recording head for recording a signal on a record 
ing medium in tape form and a tape running means for 
running the recording medium in tape form along a prede 
termined run path; the magnetic recording head includes a 
plurality of magnetic recording head layers laminated on a 
substrate made of a non-magnetic material, each of the 
plurality of magnetic recording head layers including mag 
netic recording head elements interposed betWeen tWo insu 
lating layers, all of the magnetic recording head elements 
formed therein being displaced from each other in a head 
Width direction constituting an orthogonal direction relative 
to a direction of lamination thereof; and said plurality of 
magnetic recording head layers includes a plurality of mag 
netic recording head elements formed at a predetermined 
pitch. 

[0022] As a result, according to the preferred embodi 
ments of the present invention, as the plurality of magnetic 
recording head elements are formed at a predetermined pitch 
in each magnetic recording head layer, recording tracks are 
formed on the recording medium using a number of mag 
netic reproducing head elements corresponding to an integer 
multiple (tWo or more) of the number of laminations. 

[0023] As a result, according to the preferred embodi 
ments of the present invention, as the plurality of magnetic 
recording head elements are formed at a predetermined pitch 
in each magnetic recording head layer, a Width of each 
magnetic recording head element can be reduced and an 
alignment error betWeen each recording head elements can 
be minimiZed, thereby enabling recording further narroWer 
recording tracks With higher density, hence permitting real 
iZing a multi-channeling capability for the magnetic record 
ing head. 

[0024] Further, a magnetic reproducing head device 
according to another preferred embodiment of the present 
invention is provided, including a plurality of magnetic 
reproducing head layers laminated on a substrate made of a 
non-magnetic material, each of the plurality of the magnetic 
reproducing head layers including magnetic reproducing 
head elements fabricated by a thin ?lm process and inter 
posed betWeen tWo magnetic shielding layers, and all of the 
magnetic reproducing head elements being displaced from 
each other in a head Width direction constituting an orthogo 
nal direction relative to a direction of lamination; the plu 
rality of magnetic reproducing head layers including a 
plurality of magnetic reproducing head elements formed at 
a predetermined pitch. 

[0025] According to still another preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, a tape drive apparatus is provided 
having a magnetic reproducing head for reproducing a signal 
from a recording medium in tape form and a tape running 
means for running the recording medium in tape form along 
a predetermined transport path; the magnetic reproducing 
head includes a plurality of magnetic reproducing head 
layers laminated on a substrate made of a non-magnetic 
material, each of the plurality of magnetic reproducing head 
layers having magnetic reproducing head elements fabri 
cated by a thin ?lm process and interposed betWeen tWo 
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magnetic shielding layers, and all of the magnetic reproduc 
ing head elements formed therein being displaced from each 
other in a head Width direction constituting an orthogonal 
direction relative to the direction of lamination thereof, and 
the magnetic reproducing head layers include a plurality of 
magnetic reproducing head elements formed at a predeter 
mined pitch. 
[0026] As a result, according to this preferred embodiment 
of the present invention, as the plurality of magnetic repro 
ducing head elements are formed at a predetermined pitch in 
each magnetic reproducing head layer, reproduction of 
information from recording tracks is performed by use of a 
number of magnetic reproducing head elements correspond 
ing to an integer multiple (tWo or more) of the number of 
laminations. 

[0027] Further, according to this preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, as the plurality of magnetic reproduc 
ing head elements is formed at a predetermined pitch by the 
thin ?lm process in each magnetic reproducing head layer, 
a Width of each magnetic reproducing head element can be 
reduced, and an alignment error betWeen each magnetic 
reproducing head element can be minimiZed, thereby 
enabling to reproduce information from further narroWer 
recording tracks With higher density. 
[0028] According to still another preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, in a magnetic reproducing head, any 
tWo magnetic reproducing head elements adjacent in the 
direction of lamination via a magnetic shielding layer share 
a common magnetic shielding layer eXisting therebetWeen, 
thereby capable of omitting one step of the lamination 
processes hence achieving a cost reduction. 

[0029] Still further, a magnetic reproducing head accord 
ing to still another preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, in Which tWo magnetic reproducing head ele 
ments adjacent in the direction of lamination via magnetic 
shielding layers, further has an insulting layer interposed 
betWeen tWo magnetic shielding layers existing betWeen the 
tWo magnetic reproducing head elements, thereby enabling 
to eliminate a crosstalk therebetWeen, thus permitting 
achieving higher density. 
[0030] Further, a magnetic head according to another 
preferred embodiment of the present invention includes a 
plurality of magnetic reproducing head layers each having 
magnetic reproducing head elements fabricated by a thin 
?lm process and interposed betWeen tWo magnetic shielding 
layers and a plurality of magnetic recording head layers each 
having magnetic recording head elements fabricated by a 
thin ?lm process and interposed betWeen tWo insulating 
?lms, laminated on a substrate made of a non-magnetic 
material, and all of the magnetic reproducing head elements 
being displaced from each other in a head Width direction 
constituting an orthogonal direction relative to a direction of 
lamination thereof; the magnetic reproducing head layers 
comprise a plurality of magnetic reproducing head elements 
formed at a predetermined pitch; the magnetic recording 
head layers has a plurality of magnetic recording head 
elements formed at a same pitch as the plurality of magnetic 
reproducing head elements; and each magnetic reproducing 
head element and each magnetic recording head element are 
formed approximately at a similar position in the head Width 
direction, forming a pair. 
[0031] Still further, a tape drive according to still another 
preferred embodiment of the present invention is provided 
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With a magnetic head for recording and reproducing a signal 
to and from a recording medium in tape form, and a tape 
running means for running the recording medium in tape 
form along a predetermined running path; the magnetic head 
includes a plurality of magnetic reproducing head layers 
each having magnetic reproducing head elements fabricated 
by a thin ?lm process and interposed betWeen tWo magnetic 
shielding layers, and a plurality of magnetic recording head 
layers each having magnetic recording head elements fab 
ricated by a thin ?lm process and interposed betWeen tWo 
insulating layers, laminated on a substrate made of a non 

magnetic material, all of the magnetic reproducing head 
elements therein being displaced from each other in a head 
Width direction constituting an orthogonal direction relative 
to the direction of lamination, and all of the magnetic 
recording head elements therein being displaced from each 
other in the head Width direction; each magnetic reproducing 
head layer includes a plurality of magnetic reproducing head 
elements formed at a predetermined pitch; each magnetic 
recording head layer includes a plurality of magnetic record 
ing head elements formed at a similar pitch as that of the 
plurality of the magnetic reproducing head elements, and 
each magnetic reproducing head element and each magnetic 
recording head element are formed approximately at a 
similar position in the head Width direction, forming a pair. 

[0032] A disk drive according to still another preferred 
embodiment of the present invention is provided With a 
magnetic head for recording and reproducing a signal to and 
from a disk-shaped recording medium, and a drive mecha 
nism for rotating the disk-shaped recording medium; the 
magnetic head includes: a plurality of magnetic reproducing 
head layers each including magnetic reproducing head ele 
ments fabricated by a thin ?lm process and interposed 
betWeen tWo magnetic shielding layers; and a plurality of 
magnetic recording head layers each including magnetic 
recording head elements fabricated by a thin ?lm process 
and interposed betWeen tWo insulating layers, both being 
laminated on a substrate made of a non-magnetic material, 
all of the magnetic reproducing head elements formed 
therein being displaced from each other in a head Width 
direction constituting an orthogonal direction relative to a 
direction of lamination, and all of the magnetic recording 
head elements formed therein being displaced from each 
other in the head Width direction; each magnetic reproducing 
head layer includes a plurality of magnetic reproducing head 
elements formed at a predetermined pitch; each magnetic 
recording head layer includes a plurality of magnetic record 
ing head elements formed at a similar pitch as that of the 
plurality of magnetic reproducing head elements; and each 
magnetic reproducing head element and each magnetic 
recording head element are formed approximately at a 
similar position in the head Width direction, forming a pair. 

[0033] As a result, according to the preferred embodi 
ments of the present invention, in each magnetic head layer, 
there are provided a plurality of magnetic reproducing head 
elements or a plurality of magnetic recording head elements 
formed at a predetermined pitch respectively, thereby the 
magnetic head having a number of the magnetic reproducing 
heads and the magnetic recording heads corresponding to an 
integer multiple of the number of laminations (tWo or more) 
in order to reproduce and record information to and from 
recording tracks. 
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[0034] According to the preferred embodiments of the 
present invention, as in respective magnetic head layers 
there is provided a plurality of magnetic reproducing head 
elements and a plurality of magnetic recording head ele 
ments, formed at a predetermined pitch, a Width of each 
magnetic recording head element and each magnetic repro 
ducing head element can be reduced, and alignment errors 
betWeen respective magnetic recording head elements or 
respective magnetic reproducing head elements can be mini 
miZed, thereby enabling to record and reproduce informa 
tion to and from narroWer and higher density recording 
tracks, thereby providing a magnetic recording and repro 
ducing head capable of coping With a trend toWards an ever 
increasing multi-channeling. 
[0035] In addition, according to the preferred embodi 
ments of the present invention, magnetic reproducing head 
layers and magnetic recording head layers are alternately 
laminated to provide a pair of a magnetic reproducing head 
element and a magnetic recording head element adjacent in 
the direction of lamination via a magnetic shielding layer 
and an insulating layer, and the pair of the magnetic record 
ing head elements and the magnetic reproducing head ele 
ments residing in a magnetic recording head layer and in a 
magnetic reproducing head layer respectively adjacent to 
each other in the direction of lamination, both of the pair can 
be formed in proximity to each other, thereby enabling to 
minimiZe an alignment error in the head Width direction 
betWeen each magnetic recording head element and each 
reproducing head element of the pair. 

[0036] According to the preferred embodiments of the 
present invention, as after a plurality of magnetic reproduc 
ing head layers are laminated to form a magnetic reproduc 
ing head layer group, a plurality of magnetic recording head 
layers are laminated to form a magnetic recording head 
group, then, the magnetic reproducing head layer group and 
the magnetic recording head layer group are laminated, a 
manufacturing process thereof is substantially simpli?ed. 

[0037] In other Words, as environmental conditions such 
as temperature at the time of manufacture of the magnetic 
recording head layer or of the magnetic reproducing head 
layer differ, if it is arranged so as to change the environment 
after completion of the manufacture of the magnetic record 
ing head layer for a subsequent manufacture of the magnetic 
reproducing head layer, an alteration cycle of the process 
environment can be reduced to once, thereby substantially 
simplifying the manufacturing process. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0038] The above and other objects, features and advan 
tages of the present invention Will become more apparent 
from the folloWing description of the presently preferred 
exemplary preferred embodiment of the present invention 
taken in conjunction With the accompanying draWings, in 
Which: 

[0039] FIG. 1 is a schematic plan vieW depicting a con 
ventional a tape drive apparatus; 

[0040] FIG. 2 shoWs, together With FIGS. 3 to 5, a ?rst 
exemplary preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
and in particular, it depicts a relationship betWeen a mag 
netic recording head and recording tracks; 

[0041] FIG. 3 is a schematic perspective vieW of a cut-out 
portion of the magnetic recording head; 


















